Below are the complete reviews, written by the LoveReading4Kids members.

Daniel Bisland, age 8

This is the second book in the series.

This story is about a girl called Mango and her tapir Bambang. Bambang tries to get a hobby so he tries ballet but it doesn’t go so well. Then he gets put into the flamenco class by Señor Churros and all the girls love him!

Bambang, Mango and George are in the park and Bambang tries to climb a tree but when he gets up there, a young couple arrives and he falls on their ring! He runs away but gets caught by the city dog warden but luckily Mango gets him set free.

One night, Dr Cynthia Prickle Posset tries to catch Bambang for her ‘Museum of the Unusual’ by playing a tune on a long flute. She cleverly catches him in a solid steel cage.

The next day he becomes famous but how?

This book IS THE BEST book I’ve read. I especially liked the pictures. I recommend it to 7+ good readers. I give it 10/10.

Erica Motoc, age 9

This is four brilliant stories in one. I like the way that when one story ends, the next story is related. It is packed with adventure and fun! My opinion, it is suitable for all ages. The language is fine and simple enough for younger children, but still enjoyable for me! I love it and think it has awesome themes! I think that it is a very good story.
Sabina Beinart-Smith, age 7

This book is really good because it's about a Tapir called Bambang who loves to Flamenco dance! And anyway, who's heard of a flamenco dancing Tapir? He talks too!

This story is about Mango and Bambang trying to find Bambang a hobby. They find out that Flamenco dance is Bambang's thing, which is quite funny because Bambang is a Tapir and who's heard of a Tapir who can dance?

I really like the phrases and words that the author used.

My favourite part in the book is when Bambang becomes famous for being a dancing Tapir!!! I also like the illustrations and the front cover is very cool because it's red and white stripy and when you put all the pages together it looks like a stream of red!